Cloud Services, Online Learning, Online Testing,
LMS, CMS, and so on... all should integrate to
deliver a great customer experience but that’s
easier said than done… it can be a nightmare!

We specialize in making your
technology investment deliver its
promise.

We make your technology deliver its promise.

Ideal Vendor for Learning Tech Solutions
Modern technology is highly scalable and makes it possible to deliver anytime, anywhere
learning on a device of customer’s choice. We have a successful track-record in delivering
solutions for tricky learning technology problems to global organizations including Microsoft.
\
Vidyatech has experience and expertise in providing end-to-end services such as:

Learning Development Process Automation

Legacy Learning Product Modernization

Design and development of automation for
processes of instructional designing, technical
and legal editing, collaborative document
editing, eLearning and classroom training
development, question bank development,
accessibility compliance checking, content
localization using machine translation, and
automated publishing to multiple delivery
formats and channels.

Many valuable learning products are still waiting
to be migrated to modern formats, platforms,
and new devices due to unavailability of
combination of skills in older and new
technologies. Even if they find the rare
combination of skills, the cost of migration is
prohibitive. Vidyatech’s experience and skills in
handling old unsupported platforms, new
modern platform, and smart automation
strategies has helped many customers
modernize their valuable learning products.

Learning Content Migration and Publishing
Publishing and migration of eLearning, eBooks,
Web sites, online knowledgebases, and technical
documentation to a variety of platforms and
formats – customer’s proprietary and third-party.

Platform Customization and Integration
Customization of third-party and proprietary
Content Management Systems (CMS), Learning
Management Systems (LMS), content authoring
systems, and content publishing systems.

Supporting Unsupported Software
Vidyatech experts are skilled and experienced in
taking over an unsupported software and
modernizing it to meet the latest standards and
requirements. Vidyatech does this as an ongoing
work for a year or longer where the experts
gradually turn around the software and user
sentiments through sustained engineering and
technical support.

